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Poem for Aki

I am flying over masses
of land in the dark, over places
with streets I may never walk,
names I cannot pronounce
except with an excited stutter.

                         Aki, child barely a month
                         from turning three, in a few hours
                         you will knock on the door
                         to my room, call me for breakfast.

I take a few steps away from my seat,
desperate to shake the tiredness
of limbs unaccustomed to stasis.
A stewardess, red lips beaming, grabs
my hand and points out a window
no bigger than two hands outstretched:
lightning flashes in the distance.

                         But there will be no uncle ready
                         to burst out and chase you
                         into fits of laughter.

Clouds beating, flowers lit up
from inside curled petals. Breaking
the darkness closing in on us.

-o-



Hooks and Feathers

My sister’s first job
after earning a degree
in psychology lasted
a single 12-hour shift
at Purefoods. 

She was made to stand
among the new recruits
as the whirr of gears
ferrying an endless metal line
of scalded chickens on hooks
advanced at regular intervals.

Pluck the remaining feathers.
Wrench out the innards.
Repeat.
From 7 p.m., past dawn,
until the change of shifts.

My mother’s arms
around her exhausted
child. The shirt that was
no longer white
was burnt in the backyard.

My father’s fighting cocks
shifted their heads
into the smoke.

-o-



Bulletproof

The dictator had no idea my parents
adored him like a patron saint. He came
from the north like my father. We watched him
speak on our black and white TV in Ilokano
and English, his jaws barely opening. 

They said he was going to visit us,
the people who didn’t choose
to give up the land where their houses
stood, but had to, for a highway
in his name. But he never came.

Instead, his wife, the former beauty queen
who years ago survived a bolo attack
on the shoulder, blessed us with her presence.
She waved in a blur of black bulletproof
cars. People said they saw tears.

Perhaps just a trick of the noonday sun
on glass. In eight years the first couple
would be forced to flee the country
in the unexpected heat of February.
And my parents would weep every night.

-o-



Broken Watch

He unscrewed the lid and found the battery
slot empty. He asked me when last it worked.
“I don’t know. My mother gave it to me
after my father died. Never worn it.”

My story hung there as I stared at the bleached
yellow rag where the watch lay face down.
“There’s a small crack on the glass, happened
this morning when it fell out of my pocket.”

He pulled out an instrument with a red
bulb that blinks to show the speed
of the mechanism. My dad’s watch
dragged by three seconds. 

“Is it genuine? The real thing?”
“As far as I can tell. The casing
has the right feel. Jewels where
the numbers should be.” 

“We have to send it away. Might take
21  days.” It had been in a dark cupboard
for years, what’s the difference? I nodded
and signed. Now all I have is a piece 

of paper folded hastily
and tucked
in the black lining
of my Mr Price wallet.  

-o-



Stepping Over the Dead
All Saints Day 

The first November sunset extinguished
after a day of light rain. Voices rise
in the groping darkness amid candles
too many to count. The slopes of this
crowded public cemetery on the side
of a hill are a restless mass today
as the living come to disturb 

the dead. Food and drinks,
dance music, gossip, shared
like they had never left. The tombs
of two grandfathers and my mother’s
youngest sister lie close
to the hilltop. To reach them
is a practice of reverence

and agility. It is necessary to seek
permission from visiting family members
before clambering over their loved ones’
concrete slabs, left to the weeds
the rest of the year but whitewashed
for the day. Tombs have piled up
through the decades one on top of another, 

squeezing finite space into an organic,
geometric mud-to-skyward maze
designed not by a single mind.
Here, the dead are not buried.
Their caskets merely pushed
into the depths of a square hole, 

then cemented. No handfuls of soil 
thrown in with a rose. Rare the sight
of smooth marble. Murmured excuses
when passing the forgotten dead
are only proper. One never knows
when the next niche touched
will be a child’s. Seven 

suddenly made more real.
At the top, as I stand
mesmerized by the lights,
black ants emerge from cracks,
begin their assault up my rubber sandals.
Thick mandibles eager
to tear me apart.
-o-



The Unspoken Child

My mother never spoke of him,
my brother who wasn’t born
with the right number of limbs
or everything that was supposed to be
under skin. So my sisters made a stew

of what we didn’t know.
His eyes were coins struck
with father’s hammer. Engine grease
oozed from his forehead
which reeked of overripe guava.

He had no lips,
but he could mumble
my name: “Mmm-mm!”
“Mmm-mm!” And I would know
he was calling out “Jimboy! Jimboy!”

It was lonely
under the shade
of the mango tree
despite the coming
and going of ants.

-o-



Licorice

“You are not unfortunate!”
Fr. O’B’s voice, a hammer
tearing down a prefabricated
house. The pale skin on his neck
suddenly red as his face. 

The guest speaker was stunned
by his agility and ferocity,
her mind a beehive
stoned. She had just begun
with a single phrase:

“You unfortunate children...”
while her air-conditioned car
purred in the parking lot.
It was the end
of summer classes

for those of us they called
the underprivileged. We
were graced with a visit
from the benefactors
and given ropes

of licorice—sweet and
completely foreign to us.
Not at all like Choc-Nut.
A gift?
Twisted pieces 

were left abandoned 
on the floor, strewn
limp in green
trash cans. I took a bite
with eyes closed.

-o-



Hantik Around the Jesuit Residence

They were there long
before we set foot
on those thick beds of leaves
under a canopy of branches.
Cool shade for children
like us after a trek
in the sun to reach the top
of the hill that forever looked
down on our school. 

For thousands of years
they had worked together
cutting, bending, weaving
each leaf to form
nests. One in mind, they took
to the branches and built cities
with leaves stuck together
with saliva forced out of pupae.

We came not for the bottles
of cold Sarsi with paper straws
that went limp before we could finish
drinking, nor to be reprimanded
by Jesuits long out of patience
with youth. We sat waiting
for you until the first weaver ant
sensed our intrusion.

They didn’t care why
we hoped to see you,
or that we had nothing
to share but laughter. 

But once they started biting,
their bodies as long as our fingers,
mandibles like needles, we had
to flee back into the sun,
on to black tar, to sit on the hard
sidewalk that felt like flames
burning through our school shorts.

They were there
first, before any of the buildings
were drawn on paper,
even before the first priest
found the first comfortable chair.

-o-



Caterpillar Stitch
 
     A place already there before
     us: strange not to be remembered
             Eric Gamalinda,
             “Loon Lake, New Hampshire”

The boy with a foot-long caterpillar
stitch down his elbow, the one with
a ready smile. His skin way darker
than mine. He could dribble a basketball
between his legs with eyes closed,

shoot a hoop with a flick
of the wrist. I thought he had
the most friends among us
on our first year at the Jesuit-run
school for the privileged.

I blended with the walls, shrank
with the shadows, navigated desks
without a sound. I was struck
by a soccer ball at P.E.
as I stood on the chalk line.

But I saw him surrounded by the laughter
of classmates who were more fluent
in the borrowed tongue. They hoisted
him by the arms and legs clear
off his chair. He seemed to drown

in their joy even at the instant
when they threw him
into the garbage bin outside
the classroom for everyone
to see. Over and over.

Until Fr. O’Brien saw it
and put an end
to his popularity.

-o-



There are No Deserts Where I was Born, Only Gatekeepers

Traces on the spine
of a shifting sand
dune. Your voice
in the murmuring
wind. Is it no more
than the mind
telling the eyes
to see a broken line 

of footsteps? To hear
what is forever over
the horizon? That we,
your children, must forge
ahead where you once
gestured to a clear view— 
a world less skewed.
The sky, a vivid sea. 

You chose each child
knowing so few
could make the journey,
though everyone deserved it.

-o-



Grains
for Margie

               You cannot draw seahorses.

They are not seahorses,
just sand remembering
the first flick of a tail,
the pulse of a heart, 

the tumbling out
from slit of flesh
into the hands of the sea.
Grains coming together

then breaking apart
with the slightest breath of wind.
I can never draw seahorses.
They escape my clumsy fingers. 

               But sand has no memory.

-o-



Applied Physics
for Luisa Igloria

Stone smooth as water,
make momentary bridges
of speed and trajectory. 

Sky of multiplying stars,
allow eyes to trace
arcs and lines, give

life to myths and dreamt
histories. Nothing can stop
sand from glistening

on feet not yet numb
from icy fingers
of these Antarctic waters.

There will always be
something between us. 

-o-



Scale
(or If This is Me, I Hope It isn’t too Late for You to Run)

My eyes turn reptilian
in certain lights. Fingernails
curve and extend. You confuse them
with claws. I’ve never made a thud
with a tail on the floor.
Never roared. Often unable
to utter my thoughts.

I’m cold, you say, no
warmth in my eyes.
Distant even as I slither
so close to your breath.
I cannot remember
being anything else.

-o-



Perhaps to Senegal to Listen to Ismaël Lô?

“You’re my sedative, your cheeks
a tangerine in my fist.” His words
make her think of bruising again.
She pretends her skin grows leathery,
supple and able to take knuckles
out of nowhere.

He talks funny just as he surrenders
to slumber, she tells herself. She smiles
when he makes that last involuntary kick
followed by drool. Tomorrow he’ll have
no memory of this, like most nights. Pillow talk
if you lay your head on shattered bricks. 

There’s a spade in the garage
that she’s never touched.
She imagines seeking the center
of its weight before she swings,
as if it were a bat. But where
would she run? Her back traced
with blue. The door, a flap
of skin. 

-o-



The Toad’s Heart that Became the Universe

                      Grown-ups never understand anything by themselves,
                      and it is tiresome for children to be always and forever
                      explaining things to them.
                                                       Antoine de Saint-Exupery,
                                                           The Little Prince

The stone in the center of the dried,
cracked mud is not really a stone,
but the heart of a toad that forgot
to shut its mouth 

after it thanked the rain. There
it stopped beating while other toads
leapt on their way to the pulsing
mass. Limbs, tongues, genitals, 

curved backs, all shoving
and flailing close to drowning
in the season’s first deluge. Believe
this and an enchanting tale 

will begin to unravel before
your eyes. I am telling you this
as silence buries itself
into the hardened ground.

“Once upon a time...”   

-o-



Ignoring the Hand of God 

The hand of God has been
cut off. It lies palm up
under the couch
where old newspapers soften
the footsteps of fleas,
but not of cockroaches. 

The changing light
from the TV makes it look
like it’s beating, slender veins
going bruise blue, then old
photo yellow.

I am ignoring its existence.
That odd smell
could just be a damp sock
the dog pulled out
of the laundry basket,
or an offering from the cat
before dinner. 

One day that hand
will grab me by the ankles.
Or so my grandmother warns,
unless I go down on the floor
and reach for it without
disturbing the spiders. 

Pray for me, I ask her. 
She has been transformed
into a lace handkerchief
in a locked drawer, but
she can hear me
whenever I say
“Please.”

-o-



Wood and String

The lines on my limbs,
thin as paper cuts. I could hide
that I was carved from a tree
only if I were painted,
not just varnished. 

I breathe when you tug
at the cross where my strings
are stuck. Otherwise, I stare
forever at the floor, the ceiling,
the curtain that the cat
swings shut.

Wake me from this
slumber, I beg you.
Pretend you are God.

-o-



Nails on the Floor

There’s a rippled haze
wherever I turn, like gas
escaping, but nothing
catches fire or explodes. 

The skin on my left arm
remembers staples. But
I never had them there,
just on my fingers 

when I played with a stapler
at six. Or was I nine?
The neighbors will hear me
talking to myself again. 

My scalp can’t stay like this
much longer, it needs a blunt razor.
Jesus. He’s always leaving
these nails for me to step on.

-o-



The Ghosts of Fukushima

They are tired of running toward
ever-receding hills, clinging to lamp posts
soft as young shoots of bamboo,
waving to people who have taken
and YouTubed their jittery footage.
They have come to live

in the corners of your house
where you hang your clothes.
They drink from the tap
you left dripping in the bathroom.
If you revisit photo albums
you haven’t touched for years,

you will see them standing
behind people you know.
Their breath, static
on your cellphone.
They speak to you
in the language 

of radiant green waters.
From under your bed,
fingernails glow. Just before
you fall asleep, a pillow
is swallowed by a floor
of rampaging waves.

-o-



Land of Wolves

They lick bitter water
from green mouths of wells
laced with wormwood.

They pad through classrooms
and nurseries, pawing at books
and milk powder tins.

They gaze up birdless trees
that have grown between
abandoned rescue vehicles.

Sometimes they wander in apartment
blocks, up staircases littered
with leaves, documents, and photographs.  

These wolves do not know how to read
Geiger counters. The hunched
samosely they encounter can. 

-o-


